Achievable standards, benchmarks for reporting, and criteria for evaluating cervical cytopathology. Second edition including revised performance indicators.
Endocervical cells are not essential for an adequate smear, except where the previous abnormality was seen in endocervical cells. When three consecutive smears are reported as inadequate, the recommendation for colposcopy should be made at the discretion of the pathologist in the light of a review of the relevant slides and the clinical history of the woman concerned. The cellularity of previous sequential smears should not be combined in order to judge the present smear test as negative. There should be no more than three abnormal smears (including borderline) over any 10-year period without a recommendation for colposcopy. At least three negative smears, at least 6 months apart, should be reported before a woman is returned to routine recall following a smear showing mild dyskaryosis or borderline nuclear change. There is no evidence that demonstrates that selective double screening is any more effective in preventing false-negatives than rapid review and this practice cannot therefore be justified. Sensitivity should be based on all abnormalities detected on primary screening rather than on moderate dyskaryosis or worse. Ranges for reporting rates are based on the 10-90th percentiles of the range for laboratories reporting over 10000 screening smears per year in KC61 returns, but apply to all laboratories reporting screening smears.